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TO: Unicode Technical Committee                   
FROM: Jyotiprakash Tamuli, Department of Linguistics, Gauhati University 
DATE: 26 October 2012 
SUBJECT: Two Technical problems Concerning Assamese  

Below are two technical problems found in Assamese that need addressing. 

1. Combining Assamese Ra (described as Bengali letter RA with middle diagonal) and the vowels U 
and UU 

There appear to be problems with the combination the Assamese Ra (described as Bengali letter RA with 
middle diagonal) and the vowels U and UU, which combine differently in Assamese and Bengali. This can 
presumably be dealt with by different fonts, but it would be good to have it separately 
encoded so you don't have to change font each time you switch from Assamese to Bengali.  

The tables below demonstrate a problem we are having for Assamese. 

 

I should mention in this context, that I used Gautam Sengupta's ISIS Bangla with Keyman. In that system, 
pressing the 'r' key once gives the Bengali 'r' and pressing it twice gives the Assamese 'r'. It is possible, of 
course, that the problem is more at the level of rendering, and is thus specific to way ISIS handles this.  

 2. Assamese KSA 

In the Assamese alphabet the letter that was HISTORICALLY the combination of ka and Bengali letter ssa 
(U+09B7) is now a full unitary letter in the alphabet - and it has its own place in the Assamese 
alphabetical order. It comes after the three HISTORICAL s sounds - in other words after Bengali Letter 
SA, (u+09B8). In Bengali it is a conjoint consonant and appears in a completely different place in 
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alphabetical order (in other words with ka), but in Assamese it is a separate letter and needs 
to be encoding as such - people here are upset about the implications of it not being separately listed. 

I've attached shots of an Assamese consonant chart (fig. 1) and a page from an Assamese dictionary (the 
Chandrakanta Abhidhan) (fig.2).   
 
I'm afraid I do not understand the technical issues involved, but as a user I would certainly welcome the 
facility of accessing this letter with a single keystroke, rather than having to type the 'k' key, the 'joiner' 
key and then the 's' key; not to mention the 'm' or 'n' or 'b' that can follow ksa. 

 

Figure 1.  Assamese consonant chart 
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Figure 2. From an Assamese dictionary (the Chandrakanta Abhidhan 




